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Experimental investigations of channel‐section profiles subjected to compression after impacts (20 J and 30 J)
leading to global failure are presented. The columns under discussion were made of an eight‐layer GFRP lam-
inate with quasi‐isotropic, quasi‐orthotropic and angle ply arrangements of layers. The profiles were impacted
in the corner in three variants: perpendicularly to the flange, at an angle of 45 to the web and perpendicularly
to the web. All impact cases were characterized by a high level of absorbed energy (over 75%), which led to a
barely visible impact damage, extensive fiber rupture, visible cracks in the laminate or material continuity loss.
The load carrying capacity of the profiles degraded by the corner impact always decreases in relation to the
not‐impacted structures but every case was characterized by stable, postbuckling equilibrium paths. The most
dangerous scenario was the corner impact introduced perpendicular to the web.
1. Introduction

Nowadays different composite structures are very popular in many
branches of industry like aircraft industry [1,2], aerospace engineering
[3], automotive industry [4] or civil engineering [5,6]. In the litera-
ture one can find many papers dealing exclusively with the problem
of impact [7–10] and those related mainly to the stability of thin‐
walled structures [11–14]. In vast majority of published papers, the
assessment the compression after impact (CAI) strength is carried
out on standardized samples [15,16] and mainly concerning the esti-
mation of the cross‐sectional strength reduction of the laminate
[17–20]. Studies dealing with the impact of thin‐walled structures
are mainly devoted to the determination of energy absorbing charac-
teristics such as mean force, peak force, energy absorption and crash
force efficiency [21–23] or the optimization of the cross‐sectional
shape to maximize the crashworthiness of thin‐walled structure under
axial impact load [24].

However, it can also be found papers on the analysis of the phe-
nomenon of impact and stability of structural elements. Li and Chen
[25] investigated the effect of low velocity edge impact damage on
the damage tolerance of wing relevant composite panels stiffened with
both T‐ and I‐shaped stiffeners under uniaxial compression load. It
was found out that the presence of impact damage on the stiffener edge
is more severe skin damage. Damage caused by skin impacts for equal or
even higher impact energies had negligible influence on the residual
strength. In addition, it was highlighted that under identical edge impact
levels, the damage tolerance behavior of T‐stiffened composite panel is
distinctly superior to that of I‐stiffened composite panel, which results in
more cautious design regarding edge impact damage tolerance of the
panel stiffened with I‐stiffeners. Greenhalgh et al. [26,27] analyzed pan-
els containing inclusions introduced during fabrication and impact dam-
age under monotonic compression loading. It was stated that the
presence of defects led to a reduction in the strength ranging from 7%
(bay impact) to 29% (foot impact). Nevertheless, the conclusion was
that modelling impact damage as a single plane embedded defect is of
limited validity and may be non‐conservative. Kootte and Bisagni [28]
presented a methodology to investigate and improve the strength and
damage tolerance of stiffened composite panels used in aerospace struc-
tures subjected to postbuckling deformation. Dávila and Bisagni [29]
investigated the fatigue life and damage tolerance of composite stiffened
panels with indentation damage. The authors presented the superiority
of indentation to impact studies paying attention to the simplicity of
application, less dependence on boundary conditions, better controlla-
bility, and repeatability of the imparted damage. The approach proposed
by the authors enabled a comparison of different tests and the potential
identification of the effects that influence the fatigue lives and damage
p.lodz.pl
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tolerance of postbuckled structures with defects. Wang et al. [30] con-
ducted the experimental investigation on stiffened composite panels
with predamage implemented at the vulnerable stiffener edge. Experi-
mental analysis indicated that the outer sublaminate at the damage loca-
tion was buckled before the global buckling occurred. The post‐failure
analysis confirmed that the multiple delaminations and the unstable
buckling took place at the damage site firstly and propagate
transversely.

The literature cited, however, lacks papers on the behavior of ele-
ments from the border of coupon and structural level. Thus, the
authors of this manuscript decided to analyze the thin walled profile,
which geometrically is not as simple as standard specimen and not as
advanced as stringer‐stiffened panels. In the context of the research
undertaken, one can distinguish the Kubiak et al. [31], who analyzed
bending after impact of thin‐walled channel section profiles. The
authors analyzed low velocity impacts introduced in the middle of
the flange and the web widths but the obtained results indicated the
conclusion that the impact damages have no significant influence on
the behavior of channel section profiles during the bending tests.

The research that underlies this article is a continuation of the exper-
imental tests conducted on pre‐degraded thin‐walled profiles [32,33].
Previous studies of the authors have shown that the impact on the flange
and the web has no significant effect on the reduction of buckling and
load carrying capacity load [32], while impacts around the corners, car-
ried out for similar profiles made of GFRP but characterized by over
twice smaller thickness, led to almost two‐fold reduction of the load
capacity in relation to reference structures (not impacted) [33]. How-
ever, in [33], due to the risk of the impactor slipping and the risk of per-
manent damage to the impact testing machine, the authors shifted the
impact axis of the impactor by half the impactor diameter towards the
longitudinal plane of symmetry of the profile. In the presented research,
the use of a portable impact device (Gas Gun) allowed the introduction
of impacts exactly at the corners of the considered channel section col-
umns. In the undertaken research, care was taken not only to introduce
the impact exactly into the corner of the C‐shaped columns, but also to
examine the angular position of the impactor on the nature of the gen-
erated damages and their influence on pre‐ and postbuckling behavior
during compression after impact test. In addition, in contrast to [32],
in this paper not only 20 J but 30 J of impact energy was considered,
which in the case of impact tests on the standardized plates [15], made
of the same material and layer systems, led to the formation of barely
visible impact damages – BVIDs (20 J) or partial material perforation
(30 J), respectively [34].

According to the theory of elastic stability proves that thin‐walled
plate systems subjected to compression, after reaching the buckling
load and loss of stability in the elastic range, are able to transmit the
load in postbuckling range [35,36]. The tests carried out assumed that
the impact is introduced in a place providing the tested profiles with
the highest stiffness in the tested profiles – these places are the corners.
Therefore, the objective of the diligently research was also to find the
answer to the question whether, in case of impact degradation, a thin‐
walled structure will retain a stable equilibrium path in postbuckling
state (if such state will in fact exist) or the post‐impact damage will
lead to general strength reduction of the composite and the structure
will reach load carrying capacity before losing stability. Therefore,
the objective of the undertaken research was also to find the answer
to the question whether, in case of impact degradation, a thin‐
walled structure will retain a stable equilibrium path in postbuckling
state (if such state will in fact exist) or the post‐impact damage will
lead to general strength reduction of the composite and the structure
will reach load carrying capacity before losing stability.

2. Object of analysis

Thin‐walled short channel section columns (Fig. 1) with cross‐
section dimension of W × H × t = 80 × 40 × 2 mm (W – the
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web width, H – the flange height and t – the wall thickness) manufac-
tured using autoclaving technique were considered. The length (L) of
considered profiles was equal to 250 mm. Columns were made
of eight layers unidirectional GFRP laminate with a ply thickness of
tPLY = 0.26 mm and the material properties presented in Table 1.
Ply elastic properties (E1, E2, G12, ν12) and ply strengths (T1, T2, C1,
C2, S12) were measured using test standards defined by ASTM
[37,38]. The thin‐walled composite profiles with channel section were
made of unidirectional pre‐preg band (denoted as SE70/EGL/
300 g/400 mm/35%/PoPa).

The investigated columns had a quasi‐isotropic (QI), quasi‐
orthotropic (QO) and angle ply (AP) arrangement of layers (cf.
Table 2). It was assumed that the layups under consideration had their
general axis of orthotropy, 0° and 90°, parallel and perpendicular to
the longitudinal edges of the profiles (cf. Fig. 1).

3. Test stands

In the conducted investigations, two different test stands were
applied. The first one was used to introduce impact damage and the
second one to perform CAI tests.

3.1. Impact test

A scheme of the impact test stand is presented in the Fig. 1. The
considered specimens were fixed on a clamped aluminum support.
Possible displacement of profiles during impact was omitted using
two inserts and two clamping elements pressing the profiles to the
inserts. These elements were made of polyethylene (PE). The distance
between the profile clamping elements (dim. A = 100 mm, cf. Fig. 1)
corresponds to the width of the standard samples used for examining
the phenomenon of low velocity impact [15].

In the conducted studies all impact tests were conducted using an
Impact Gas Gun. A hemispherical impactor with diameter of 16 mm
and the mass ofM= 0.8353 kg was chosen for all impacts. The impact
on the corner of the channel section profiles was considered in three
variants: perpendicularly to the flange – 0 (Fig. 2a), at an angle of
45° to the web – 45 (Fig. 2b) and perpendicularly to the web – 90
(Fig. 2c). It should be noted that the impact position was always radial
to the curvature of the corner, to avoid lateral contact forces and a slip-
ping of the impactor. The real test stand together with the simplified
denotation of the impact schemes (0, 45, 90) is shown in Fig. 2. In
the 0 and 90 positions the impact gas gun was placed through an
orthogonal stop bracket (Fig. 3). To conduct the angular impacts
(45) the gas gun was positioned through a groove in the impact gun’s
barrel. The angle of 45° was manually adjusted with the help of an
angular sensor mounted on the gun barrel (Fig. 3). Due to the limited
number of samples made of the material previously considered in
many configurations [31,32], the experimental tests were carried out
with one only repetition for each of the configurations listed in
Table 3.

The major advantage of impact testing with a gas gun is in the flex-
ibility. The gas gun used for the tests is typically applied for impact
tests on the structural level, where arbitrary geometrical configura-
tions need to be impacted. Moreover, a gas gun impact also offers addi-
tional possibilities on the coupon level. With an appropriate specimen
fixture, any accessible point of that specimen can be impacted under
an arbitrary angle. Nonetheless, in comparison with drop tower tests
the use of the gas gun entails several challenges. Firstly, the manipu-
lated variable to achieve the specified impact energy is the charging
pressure. However, there are several other influencing factors on the
actual impact energy. A change of the gravitational influence (by the
angle of the impact gun) or different environmental conditions require
a corrective action to achieve the specified energy value. For the
applied energy range in the present study, these influencing factors



Table 1
Mechanical and strength properties of unidirectional glass/epoxy composite ply.

Mechanical properties E1 [MPa] E2 [MPa] G12 [MPa] v12 [–]

38 500 8100 2000 0.27

Ply strengths T1 [MPa] C1 [MPa] T2 [MPa] C2 [MPa] S12 [MPa]
792 679 39 71 108

Table 2
Analyzed arrangements of layers and their simplified denotation.

Quasi-Isotropic Quasi-Orthotropic Angle-Ply

QI QO AP
[90/−45/45/0]s [0/90/0/90]s [45/−45/45/−45]s

Fig. 1. Schematic impact test stand.
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result in an energy uncertainty of around ±1 J. To achieve a maxi-
mum level of accuracy, a calibration of the operation pressure was con-
ducted for each impact position separately. Furthermore, all impacts
were conducted in one test series under constant environmental condi-
tions (23 °C, 50% relative humidity). The second significant challenge
in conducting impacts with a gas gun is the available measurement sys-
tem. The crucial metric of an impact event, the contact force, cannot be
recorded. Instead, the impact gun only measures the impactor position
with a relatively low sampling rate of 50 kHz. The exclusive availabil-
Fig. 2. Considered varian
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ity of a displacement measurement is not an issue. The time deriva-
tives of the displacement history result in the history curves for the
velocity and the acceleration. The force response results directly from
the latter. However, the quality of velocity and force history is insuffi-
cient as the derivation amplifies the noise of the original curve. The
unfiltered raw curves are unusable so to evaluate the force history,
there is an indispensable need for an appropriate filtering algorithm.

3.1.1. Data filtering
The choice of an appropriate filtering algorithm is the key to

extract some informative value from the recorded data of the impact
gun. A filtering algorithm for impact data has to account for several
factors. Unwanted oscillation has to be removed. Effects resulting from
the actual impact shall be kept as true to original as possible. The max-
imum contact force, sudden force drops and the following oscillation
shall be kept, to assess what happened during the impact. Three filter-
ing methods are compared for that purpose. A Savitzky Golay (SG) Fil-
ts of corner impacts.



Table 3
Considered impact scenarios for the analyzed ply systems.

Impact energy QI QO AP

20 J – 0 0
45 45 45
– 90 90

30 J 45 45 45

Fig. 3. Gas gun positioning scheme.
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ter [39], a Butterworth (BW) filter [40] and a Finite Impulse Response
filter (FIR) [41]. The Fig. 4 includes the comparison of all considered
filtering algorithms.

The resulting curves of all filters show a similar trend. The high‐
frequent oscillation induced by the noise is removed. However, a sec-
ond source of disturbance becomes visible. Apparently, there is an
oscillation between 1 and 1.5 kHz coming from the impact gun itself.
Strong smoothing is required to achieve a force response without the
influence of this higher‐order vibration. The maximum cut‐off fre-
quency of the BW filter is around 1 kHz. Such a strong filter also
removes any occurring force drop and all damage‐caused vibrations.

The application of the FIR algorithm consisted in calculating subse-
quent derivatives of the impactor displacement assuming the number
Fig. 4. Influence of using variou
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of averaged successive signal digital components at the level of twenty.
The FIR filter removes both the noise and the artificial oscillation and
the result curve has the same global trend as when processed by SG or
BW filters. Nevertheless, the information about the impact process is
available and force drops can be identified. For the mentioned reasons,
the FIR is the method of choice to filtering the recorded impact history
data in this test series.

3.2. Compression after impact test

The CAI tests were conducted on a universal testing machine
(UTM) produced by Instron and modernized by Zwick‐Roell
(Fig. 5b). The CAI tests were carried out in the form of uniform short-
ening of the profiles to the global failure of the columns. The velocity
of the traverse was set to 1 mm/min. A scheme of the performed com-
pression test is presented in Fig. 5a. The upper plate as well as the bot-
tom table on the test stand had milled grooves (Fig. 5c) with the shape
corresponding to the investigated cross‐section.

The loading force and the displacement of the upper jaw of the
machine were collected directly from the UTM sensors. To determine
deflections of the columns in the whole range of load, a Digital Image
Correlation (DIC) system (Aramis) was employed. The data from the
s data filtering algorithms.



Fig. 5. The scheme (a) and the real test stand (b) for compression test with milled grooves (c).
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DIC was captured with a frequency of 1 Hz together with load trans-
ferred directly from the testing machine. More details about the exper-
imental procedure and the equipment used can be found in
Gliszczynski et al. [32], Kubiak et al. [33] or Urbaniak et al. [42]
papers. In the context of CAI tests, the paper presents the reference
results of structures nonimpacted and degraded by the impact intro-
duced into the web and the flange [32]. It is mentioned that the QI,
QO and AP systems correspond in the paper [32] with the C2, C4
and C5 ply systems, respectively.

4. Ultrasonic evaluation

To determine the damage areas and preliminarily identify damage
forms of channel section columns, non‐destructive ultrasonic tests
(UT) were performed. The tests in an immersion tank with a Olympus
V309 ultrasonic transducer with a 5 MHz frequency, a focal length of
50 mm, and a width of 0,5 in. The scanning of the channel section col-
umns comprised the evaluation of the sound level reduction of the
Fig. 6. An exemplary combination of ultrasonic C-scans and a ph
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backwall echo (C‐Scan) and the time of flight evaluation of the pulse
echo (D‐Scan). While the C‐Scan technique provides reliable informa-
tion about the damage envelope the D‐Scan permits the allocation of
the delamination damage to a particular ply interface in the laminate.

Due to the curvature of the corners of the tested channel section
profiles and the lack of an appropriate measuring equipment, allowing
for ultrasound assessment in this area, it was decided to combine two
flat ultrasonic C‐scans (flange and web) with photo of the degraded
corners (cf. Fig. 6) for each specimen. In this way, a developed view,
covering the surfaces of the flange, web and corner seen from the
impact side, was prepared. Due to the size of the prepared combina-
tions, the projection of damages in the remaining analyzed cases was
reduced only to Detailed area‐s (cf. Fig. 6).

5. Results and discussion

First, an influence of the impact angle and the arrangement of lay-
ers on the areas and types of occurring damages was investigated. The
oto used to measure the damage area in the developed view.
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next step of the analysis was the evaluation of stability and load carry-
ing capacity of the investigated structures from CAI tests.

5.1. Impact analysis

In accordance with the presented data filtering procedure using a
two‐stage FIR filter (Section 3.1.1.), force‐time histories (Fig. 7) and
characteristic values of impact parameters, such as: EM – maximum
energy measured during the impact test, EABS – absorbed energy, FMAX

–maximum contact force, uMAX –maximum registered indentation and
tIMP –imapct time, were determined.

At the outset, it should be noted that the differences between the
nominal and measured impact energy resulted directly from the prin-
ciple of the gas gun operation. Although the gas‐gun was subjected to a
calibration process for each considered angular position (0, 45, 90),
the changing charge pressure caused different values of effective
impact energy, with the differences in none of the analyzed cases
exceeding 2 J.

The results included in the Table 4 and Fig. 7 reveal that the quasi‐
isotropic system was characterized by the highest stiffness and contact
force. In other cases, there is no constant correlation between the
impact angle and the maximum force recorded during the impact.
The results of ultrasonic examinations, presented in the Fig. 8, allowed
to determine the projected delamination areas.

Traditionally, the increase of the impact energy corresponded to
the increase of the recorded damage areas. However, it was also noted
that the impact perpendicular to the web (90) generated the largest
areas of damage. In the context of the analysis of ply systems, the dam-
age in the quasi‐orthotropic stacking is comparable to that of standard-
ized impact samples [43,44], characterized by a peanut shape. This
observation is remarkable due to the significant differences in relation
to the impact setup itself compared to standard research on the impact
influence to flat [21] or homogeneously curved laminates [45]. The
damage in the other two laminate cases is characterized by a compact
damage distribution.
Fig. 7. Force – time histories of
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According to the current state of the art, the damage categorization
in the scope of applicability of BVIDs [46] usually consists of measur-
ing permanent indentation just after the impact test. The measurement
of such a characteristic parameter is most often carried out in the case
of LVI tests of standardized composite plates [15] or shells with a sig-
nificant radius of curvature [47]. Moreover, depending on the impact
angle, different limit values of the permanent indentation should be
determined. Therefore, in order to categorize the damage, the results
of ultrasound examinations were supplemented with macroscopic
observations. Due to the transparency of the material under consider-
ation, a strong light source allowed the determination of damage pro-
jection almost identical to the results of ultrasound tests. The
combination of both approaches allowed the categorization of
observed damage into the following 4 categories: BVID – barely vis-
ible impact damage, FT – Extensive Fiber Rupture, CRACK – visible
crack of laminate and MCL – material continuity loss. The intention
of the authors was that each subsequent level of damage contains
the previous pattern of damage. Thus, FT should be understood as
BVID with a larger percentage of damaged reinforcing fibers, located
mainly on the side opposite to the impact. CRACK means a state in
which fiber breakage was visible on both sides of the laminate but
it did not generate significant differences in the shape of the profile
compared to the state prior to the impact. The loss of continuity
referred to the creation of permanent indentation at the impact site,
which was certainly the result of massive fiber cracking on both sides
of the laminate. In addition, it should be mentioned that the ultra-
sound examinations of the web and the flange reveal a decrease of
the signal amplitude close to the specimen corner. However, an accu-
rate analysis of the C‐scans allows stating that only in the case of the
quasi‐isotropic system, the impacts caused a damage‐relevant stress
wave propagation outside the area limited by the two clamps and
inserts. The respective damage formation is visible in the form of
two longitudinal delaminations along the corners of the considered
profiles (Fig. 9d), which corresponded to a decrease in signal ampli-
tude close to the corner.
the conducted impact tests.



Table 4
Characteristic parameters of impact tests.

Ply system Impact energy Impact angle EM [J] EABS [J] FMAX [kN] uMAX [mm] tIMP [ms] ADEL [mm2]

QI 20 J 45 21,2 16,9 6,48 4,1 2,4 505
30 J 45 30,3 28,6 5,76 7,0 2,8 754

QO 20 J 0 20,0 15,8 4,36 6,5 3,1 972
45 20,9 20,5 3,35 9,3 4,0 859
90 21,7 16,3 4,80 9,1 3,6 1045

30 J 45 30,6 29,5 3,66 12,0 4,5 1432
AP 20 J 0 19,8 17,6 4,29 7,3 2,4 684

45 21,3 20,5 3,77 9,7 3,1 641
90 22,0 18,4 3,05 8,9 4,1 918

30 J 45 30,0 26,9 3,05 14,2 4,8 1152

Fig. 8. Detailed areas of corner impact damages.
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In the case of thin laminates [48–50] the simplified distribution of
BVIDs corresponds to pine tree pattern [51], in which the largest
degradation is observed on the opposite side of the impact. In case
of BVIDs, the presence of numerous delaminations between succes-
sive layers of the laminate and areas of the damaged matrix within
which individual fiber rupture is assumed. An example of the BVIDs
distribution is presented on the Figs. 9c and 10. It is noteworthy that
in standardized rectangular plates used for cross‐sectional strength
reduction of fiber laminate [34], the absorption energy generally
Fig. 9. Characteristic types
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does not exceed 50% of the nominal impact energy [10,19,20] while
in the case of the tested plate systems the lowest absorption energy
represented for nearly 75% of nominal energy. It should be remem-
bered, however, that the boundary conditions in which a standard
impact test is carried out [15] are drastically different from those
adopted in the context of the tests performed. In the case of the con-
ducted impact tests, BVIDs were observed only in few cases of a
quasi‐isotropic and quasi‐orthotropic profiles impacted with energy
of 20 J.
of observed damages.



Table 5
Major type of observed damages.

Ply system Impact energy Impact angle Damage type

QI 20 J 45 BVID
30 J 45 FR

QO 20 J 0 BVID
45 BVID
90 BVID/FR

30 J 45 FR
AP 20 J 0 CRACK*

45 CL
90 CRACK

30 J 45 CL
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Analyzing the data from the Table 4, it can also be seen that in the
case of 20 J impacts, the absorbed energies, within a specific layer sys-
tem, have similar values, although the maximum always occurred in
case of the angular impact (45). Impacts at an angle of 45 degrees
are not only characterized by the highest energy absorption but also
the largest registered indentation and at the same time the relatively
smallest area of damage in relation to both other considered impact
positions (0, 90). In addition, in cases of 20 J impacts, regardless of
the angular position of the impactor, the quasi‐orthotropic system is
characterized by lower energy absorption than the angle ply system.
Due to the higher stiffness in the quasi‐orthotropic laminates, larger
areas of projected damages emerge for this ply system while maintain-
ing an almost identical maximum indentation as the angle ply system.

In the context of 30 J impacts, the absorbed energy values exceed
90% of the nominal impact energy. It is not surprising then that these
cases were characterized by the largest areas of damage. With regard
to the quasi‐isotropic and quasi‐orthotropic system, 30 J impacts gen-
erated a BVID‐like damage pattern, in which however the rupture of
the reinforcing fibers played a dominant role ‐ FR. However, the corner
geometry did not change significantly.

Different types of damage were revealed for the angle ply system,
in which the dominant types of damage were the loss of material con-
tinuity (on the opposite side to the impact) or the presence of a visible
laminate crack (cf. Table 5, Fig. 9a and b). The authors would like to
mention, however, that in the case of the angle ply system impacted
perpendicularly to the web (90) with an energy of 20 J, macroscopic
analysis allow to conclude that the reinforcing fibers have cracked
through all layers (visible gap). However, in the case of an impact per-
pendicular to the flange (0), cracks on the impact and the opposite side
can be noticed, but the overexposure of the damage area does not
allow to determine whether the crack passes through the entire thick-
ness of the laminate (Crack *).

The maximum forces recorded during the 30 J impacts most often
did not exceed the values recorded at 20 J of impact energy (cf.
Table 4). Hence, the impact energy of 20 J was already sufficient to
exceed the critical force threshold at which major damages occurs
and limits the laminate capacity to bear transversal load [52].
Nonetheless, the damage extent further increases after this threshold
force is exceeded. This can be observed, taking into account the much
more severe pattern of introduced material degradations and much
higher indentation during the impact test. The smaller maximum force
recorded during the test is understandable and in line with the results
included in the paper by Gliszczynski et al. [34].

5.2. Compression after impact analysis

CAI tests allowed to determine buckling and collapse modes as well
as load carrying capacities and failure loads of considered structures.
The figures summarizing the tests carried out were supplemented with
Fig. 10. An example of delamination distribution in relation to
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reference results for non‐degraded structures (REF.) and compression
tests of analogous columns impacted at different locations relative to
their height (mid‐span (1/2) or one‐third of the column’s height
(1/3)) in the middles of the flange (FLANGE) or web (WEB)) [32].
The load‐shortening curves, representing the global response of the
considered profiles, were presented in the Fig. 11. Characteristic
points of the Fig. 11a‐c, such as: load carrying capacity (PMAX), maxi-
mum shortening corresponding to achieving maximum compressive
force (δMAX), failure load (PFAIL) corresponding to a sudden decrease
in compressive force and the corresponding shortening (δFAIL) are sum-
marized in Table 6. An exemplary, graphical interpretation of these
parameters is shown in the Fig. 11c (data series: AP_Corner_90 and
AP_REF.). It is mentioned that the K parameter refers to the stiffness
of the tested systems and was determined in the prebuckling state from
force‐shortening curves from 2 to 5 kN.

Based on the results of the conducted research, it can be concluded
that the load capacity of the channel section profiles degraded by the
corner impacts always decreases in relation to the reference (nonim-
pacted) structures. Such a constant relationship was not observed in
cases of analogous structures impacted on the web or the flange
removed from the corner [32]. In addition, it is worth noting that all
C‐shaped columns, initially degraded by corner impacts with 20 J
and 30 J energy, were characterized by stable, post‐buckling equilib-
rium paths.

5.2.1. 20 J impacts
In the case of 20J impacts, the highest load capacity decreases were

observed for the impact cases perpendicular to the web (90). These
decreases were 34% and 44% for QO and AP, respectively. In other
cases, the capacity decrease ranges from 14 to 38%. Regardless of
the layer system considered, in cases of 20 J impact, the courses of
the recorded curves do not differ significantly from the reference ones.
The maximum change in the prebuckling stiffness in these cases does
not exceed 8%. Therefore, while maintaining similar stiffness, it is not
surprising that in each of the analyzed cases the decrease in the load
the thickness of the laminate under consideration (flange).



Table 6
Characteristic parameters of CAI tests.

Ply system Impact energy Impact angle PMAX [kN]

QI 20 J 45 17,49
30 J 45 16,11

Reference 28,30
QO 20 J 0 23,79

45 21,15
90 20,01

30 J 45 14,69
Reference 30,37
AP 20 J 0 16,29

45 17,16
90 11,12

30 J 45 9,69
Reference 20,02
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Fig. 11. Load vs shortening curves for: quasi-isotropic (a), quasi-orthotropic
(b) and angle-ply columns (c).
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carrying capacity is accompanied by an average of nearly two‐fold
decrease in shortening, corresponding to the maximum compressive
force achieved by the profile (δMAX/δMAX REF). In the case of an angle
ply system, even local loss of material continuity and material cracks
did not cause significant differences in the context of the identified
stiffness in the prebuckling state. In cases of 20J corner impacts per-
pendicular to the web (90), in both tested laminate cases (QO and
AP), the initiated damage pattern reflected the state between those
recorded for the other considered impact positions (0, 45) and those
recorded for 30J energy (45). The CAI tests of these columns have
revealed that in the lack of significant differences in stiffness, the pro-
files are characterized by the highest, continuous (range of almost con-
stant compressive force with increasing shortening of the profile) load
carrying capacity decrease, as is the case with the formation of plastic
mechanisms. In cases of damages classified as BVID, the similarity
between force‐shortening curves determined for pre‐degraded and ref-
erence systems is noteworthy. For quasi‐isotropic and quasi‐
orthotropic arrangements of layers, global failure of the profile occurs
almost immediately after reaching the maximum compressive force. A
different process of capacity loss concerns columns with angle ply sys-
tem. In these cases, reaching the maximum compressive force is not
accompanied by a sudden capacity loss, but only by a curvature of
the curve. Interestingly, even in the case of an impact introduced into
the corner, the course of the force vs shortening curve retains similar
features, i.e.: identical stiffness in the prebuckling range, a long range
of slightly decreasing compressive force with increasing shortening of
the profile in postbuckling range, different values of the capacity
(PMAX) and the force corresponding to the total failure of the profile
(PFAIL).

5.2.2. 30J impacts
Due to the fact that the 30J impacts led to a material continuity loss

or damage areas significantly exceeding those of the BVID damage,
also the obtained decrease in the load capacity reached the highest
level. Regardless of the considered arrangement of layers, the load‐
carrying capacities of these profiles decreased to about half of the ref-
erence values. In opposition to the 20J impacts, the energy of 30J led
in all analyzed cases to a significant reduction of the prebuckling stiff-
ness. In relation to the reference results, the decrease in stiffness ran-
ged from 60% (AP) to 70% (QO). The nature of the damage initiated
by the 30J impact changes not only the prebuckling behavior but also
the entire character of the recorded curves. This is most evident in the
case of the quasi‐isotropic and the quasi‐orthotropic system, where sig-
nificant ranges of almost unchanging (QI) or slowly increasing com-
pressive force (QO) with a constantly increasing shortening were
observed. For the undamaged reference case and the cases with impact
damage degradation removed from the corner [32], the loss of load
capacity in these cases was almost immediate after reaching the max-
imum compressive force. The pre‐degraded channel section profiles
PFAIL [kN] δMAX [mm] δFAIL [mm] K [kN/mm]

16,73 1,60 1,68 17,52
15,92 2,19 3,98 6,35
28,30 3,92 3,92 17,30
23,73 2,19 2,24 25,45
21,03 1,80 1,83 26,45
19,59 3,17 3,70 27,94
14,69 3,25 3,25 8,05
29,83 3,58 3,62 26,60
13,12 2,27 5,91 11,68
13,39 2,23 5,99 12,21
10,31 2,94 4,84 13,53
7,94 4,32 7,21 4,98
18,3 4,42 7,16 12,50
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with angle ply systems is also characterized by similar features but in
this case significant differences between the load carrying capacity and
the failure load (PMAX/PFAIL) and corresponding shortenings (δMAX/-
δFAIL) are also recorded for the reference curves. The results obtained
by the authors confirm their previous results obtained for the angle ply
system, characterized by relatively high buckling load, low load capac-
ity and curves close to the isotropic structures characterized by plastic
flow. Interestingly, the effect of bending of analogous profiles made of
GFRP is a permanent deformation of the structure after unloading,
indicating the presence of permanent strains [53]. A similar phe-
nomenon was neither observed within the framework of the research
being the basis of this article nor in earlier works of authors referring
to thinner channel section profiles made of GFRP [33].

Buckling modes and failure mechanisms recorded with the DIC sys-
tem Aramis® for degraded and non‐impacted channel‐section profiles
were included in Table 7. Analyzing the results presented in Table 7 it
can be noticed that, in the case of initially degraded profiles, the num-
ber of the local buckling half‐waves was not change in any of the cases
studied. In opposition to impact analysis on flanges and webs of simi-
lar structures [32], the corner impact caused presence of the local
unsymmetrical buckling mode which in turn is consistent with the
results of tests carried out on similar material characterized by more
than twice smaller thickness [33]. In all the analyzed cases, the col-
lapse mechanism is created within the area of impact degradation
(L/2), which in consequence also leads to an increase of the degrada-
tion area in relation to the postimpact state. In eight out of ten cases
studied, the load capacity loss results from the stiffness loss on only
one, impacted corner. In the case of the angle ply system impacted
with energy of 20J at an angle of 45 and 90, however, it can be
observed that the loss of load capacity is accompanied by the cracking
Table 7
Buckling (B.M) and collapse modes (C.M.) for impacted and non-impacted channel
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of both corners located around the mid‐span of the compressed col-
umns. However, according to [32,33,53] one should not expect that
a number of fracture points have a significant influence on the attained
load carrying capacity.

Owing to a variety of parameters that can affect the stability, load
carrying capacity and behavior of the profile in the pre‐ and postbuck-
ling range, it was decided to compile the observed changes in a consol-
idated form in Table 8, which answers several key questions (A‐H) in
the context of the performed tests on predamaged thin‐walled channel
section composite profiles

In the light of the above‐mentioned summary and in reference to
the results of Gliszczynski et al. [32] and Kubiak et al. [33], it can
be definitively concluded that the corner impact has an unambigu-
ously negative influence on the behavior of thin‐walled composite pro-
files subjected to compression. In opposition to the impacts located on
the web or the flanges of similar C‐shaped columns [32], corner
impacts significantly reduce the load carrying capacity and cause
asymmetrical local buckling modes. Degraded corners are the places
of the collapse mechanism initiation during the CAI test. The direct
consequence of this phenomenon is the increase in the area of pro-
jected damages compared to the postimpact state.

In conclusion, it should be highlighted that regardless of the
scheme of the layers under consideration, the angular position of the
impactor as well as the area and nature of the impact damages, all
investigated cases were characterized by stable, postbuckling equilib-
rium paths. The natural effect of impact with higher energy was a lar-
ger damage area, which in turn led to the largest reduction in load
carrying capacity during compression. However, in the context of
the conducted studies, the unexpected result turned out to be a case
of impact introduced perpendicular to the web of the channel section
section profiles.



Table 8
Summary of conducted CAI tests.

A – What is the major type of impact damage?
B – How the buckling load change?
C – How the buckling mode change?
D – How the stiffness in the pre-buckling range change?
E – How the load carrying capacity change?
F – Is the failure mechanism initiated in the impact location?
G – Does the failure mechanism propagate through the initial damage area?
H – Does the damage area increase after CAI?

Ply system Impact energy Impact angle A B C D E F G H

QI 20 J 45 BVID – -UNS – ↓↓↓ Y Y Y
30 J 45 FR – -UNS ↓↓↓↓↓ ↓↓↓↓ Y Y Y

QO 20 J 0 BVID – -UNS – ↓↓ Y Y Y
45 BVID – -UNS – ↓↓↓ Y Y Y
90 BVID/FR – -UNS – ↓↓↓ Y Y Y

30 J 45 FR – -UNS ↓↓↓↓↓ ↓↓↓↓↓ Y Y Y
AP 20 J 0 CRACK* – -UNS – ↓ Y Y Y

45 CL – -UNS – ↓ Y Y Y
90 CRACK – -UNS – ↓↓↓↓ Y Y Y

30 J 45 CL – -UNS ↓↓↓↓↓ ↓↓↓↓↓ Y Y Y
Notations:
Relative increase/decrease in specific range: Major type of

damage
Buckling half-waves Answer

– - <0% ÷ 10%) BVID – barely
visible impact
damage

↗ - increase Y – yes
↑/↓ - <10% ÷ 20%)

↑↑/↓↓ - <20% ÷ 30%) FR - extensive
fiber rupture

– - no change
↑↑↑/↓↓↓ - <30% ÷ 40%) & - decrease N - no
↑↑↑↑/↓↓↓↓ - <40% ÷ 50%) CL - continuity

loss
↑↑↑↑↑/↓↓↓↓↓ - <50% ÷ more) CRACK – visible

crack
UNS - unsymmetrical
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profiles (90). First, the nature of the initiated damages for both the
quasi‐isotropic (BVID/FT) and quasi‐orthotropic (CRACK*) systems
reached an intermediate damage pattern between what was observed
for the other angular positions of the impactor (20J and 30J). Sec-
ondly, the examined cases with a 20J impact were not characterized
by significant differences in the prebuckling stiffness. Although the
final validation of these statements requires a much larger number
of experimental tests, in the broader context this observation is crucial.
If we assume that a structural plate system made of an analogous mate-
rial would undergo impact event, characterized by the initiation of a
similar pattern of internal damage, then the preliminary compression
test (far below the buckling load) could not show significant differ-
ences in the stiffness and the global response understood as the course
of the load vs shortening curve with respect to reference structures
(contrary to the case of damage generated by energy 30J ‐ stiffness
from the very beginning of the compression test is different). In this
case, when the impact damage would not be noticed, the process of
applying the load from presumed safety region (from limit to ultimate
load [54]) could result in an unexpected disaster. On the other hand, if
we consider a method of joining thin‐walled profiles (acting as strin-
ger) to thin‐walled composite shells (e.g. fuselage) [55,56], the
described impact case seems highly unlikely because even if a C‐
profile is used, rather a flange than a web would be connected to
the skin and exposed to impact event.

In the context of the considered ply systems, it should be men-
tioned that the quasi‐isotropic system was characterized by the highest
stiffness in the impact event, while during compression tests the quasi‐
orthotropic had highest stiffness in both, pre‐ and post‐buckling range.
Although the case of the quasi‐isotropic system was not characterized
by significant differences in relation to the reference response (force‐
shortening curve), the presence of additional longitudinal delamina-
tion outside the predefined impact area (limited by the inserts and
clamping elements) is for the authors a motivation to continue the
improvement of the proposed test stand for impact test of thin walled
profiles.
11
6. Conclusions

Within the present study, experimental investigations of composite
channel‐section profiles subjected to corner impact and compression
after impact were conducted. Different impact energies (20J, 30J)
and corner impact angles (0, 45, 90) were analyzed. The structures
under consideration were made of a GFRP laminate with quasi‐
isotropic, quasi‐orthotropic and angle‐ply arrangements of layers.
The experimental results were compared to reference (not impacted)
structures and to the literature results in which impacts in the middle
of the web and flange width at different location in relation to the
length of the profile were considered [32]. Based on the performed
experimental studies it has been concluded that:

– in relation to Impact:
• no or nearly no relaxation in all corner impact cases prevents

the use of a standard approach to damage qualifications within
the limits of the applicability of the BVID definition;

• all analyzed cases were characterized by a high level of
absorbed energy (over 75%), which led to the following dam-
age: barely visible impact damage, extensive fiber rupture, vis-
ible laminate cracks or material continuity loss;

• the quasi‐isotropic system was characterized by the highest stiff-
ness and the impact force. No constant tendency between the
impact angle and the maximum force can be derived;

• 45 degree impacts are characterized by the highest energy
absorption, the largest registered indentation and simultane-
ously the relatively smallest area of damage in relation to other
considered impact angles (0, 90);

• with regard to the 20 J impacts, the 90 degree position led to
largest damage areas;

• quasi‐orthotropic layup leads to the largest, quasi‐isotropic to
lowest damage area;

• the use of a portable gas gun impact device requires a strong
data filtering algorithm;
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– in relation to Compression After Impact:
• all investigated cases were characterized by stable, postbuckling

equilibrium paths;
• the load carrying capacity of the profiles degraded by the corner

impact always decreases in relation to the not‐impacted
structures;

• the most dangerous 20 J impact scenario was the impact per-
pendicular to the web – 90 (characteristic features: no change
in prebuckling stiffness in relation to reference structures, the
highest load carrying capacity reduction compared to the other
impact positions, continuous load carrying capacity loss – simi-
lar to the formation of plastic mechanisms in isotropic
structures);

• impacts with 20 J energy do not lead to significant stiffness dif-
ferences in the prebuckling range (below 8%);

• impacts with 30 J energy lead to a crucial decrease of the stiff-
ness in the prebuckling state (over 60%) and cause the highest
reduction in load capacity (at 50% compared to reference
structures);

• in all analyzed cases the failure mechanism is initiated in the
impact location which leads to an increase of the damage areas
during compression compared to the postimpact state;

• the corner impacts caused an unsymmetrical local buckling
mode.

The author’s previous research assumed a scenario of impact and
then compression [32,33], which may reflect the case of introducing
damage after the end of the manufacturing process but before any
assembly of the structural element and application of loads. In the
future, the authors want to extend the research to the scenarios of
impact on structures preloaded below the buckling load.
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